Katie Morag Two Grandmothers Hedderwick
homework for katie morag - blackwell first school - homework for katie morag- yellow class (4 weeks)
following feedback from a few parents on the parent questionnaire, some parents prefer their children to work
independently on homework. underlined activities are, therefore, designed to be completed with minimal
support. 1 english (communication, reading and writing) 2 creative arts case study 1 background to the
lesson - focus: exploring the story katie morag and the two grandmothers and the concepts: happy/sad,
mainland/ island. resources required: d happy and sad faces: the children already know the story and have cutouts of ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ faces. d a big sketch map showing an island off a section of mainland. d range of
small figures, dolls, etc. that can represent the characters in the story. katie morag and the two
grandmothers story - computer composing the following retelling of the story katie morag and the two
grandmothers by mairi ... hedderwick's book katie morag and the two grandmothers. ed 355 488 author
title in a scottish classroom. [93) note ... - "katie morag". this picture storybook about katie morag mccoll
(as are all of the others in the series) was set on a mythical island off the coast of scotland. this particular
"katie morag" book described a conflict between two very different grandmothers and contains many words
and concepts which scottish children are familiar such as tartans, mairi hedderwick - scottish book trust mairi hedderwick spent her teenage years and now lives on the scottish island of coll. she loves living remotely
and in the island way of life. the katie morag stories are all set on the fictional isle of struay. look at the
illustration shown inside the cover of each katie morag book. think about what it would be like to live on
struay. unit 3 an island home - schoolslinks - • to identify the physical and human features of a place •
how an island is different from the mainland • after reading katie morag and the two grandmothers to the
children, use an atlas to show the children the location of scotland and the western isles. literacy - writing
letters postcards and invitations - in katie morag and the two grandmothers, katie morag and grannie
island use granma mainland’s rollers and hairnet to ensure that the lady artist’s goat, alecina, looks her very
best for the isle of struay show. at the show, alecina might look beautiful but the lady artist doesn’t have very
much control over her! you could pretend to be katie homework for katie morag- blue class (4 weeks) homework for katie morag- blue class (4 weeks) following feedback from a few parents on the parent
questionnaire, some parents prefer their children to work independently on homework. underlined activities
are, therefore, designed to be completed with minimal support. 1 english (communication, reading and writing)
2 creative arts year 2 spring term 1 - fulwell infant school - with the rollers etc in katie morag and the two
grandmothers. write down what she would have said. make a lost toy poster in caase you lose a toy (tiresome
ted) explaining about the school and your home. tell her about the similarities and differences write a story
about an adventure katie morag might have if she ever visited sunderland. year 1 2018 - 2019 english long
term plan spring summer an ... - katie morag and the two grandmothers by mairi hedderwick other books
from the katie morag series traditional tales – goldilocks and the three bears spring ‘the great fire of london’
owl babies by martin waddell the gruffalo by julia donaldson traditional tales – little red riding hood summer
‘seaside rescue’ katie morag and the two grandmothers activities - ad4 - katie morag and the two
grandmothers this week in our english lessons we have been reading the story ‘katie morag and the two
grandmothers’. the children enjoyed writing a description of granma mainland, katie’s posh grandma from the
city. #1 easy access file : katie morag and the two grandmothers activities - read now. ... grannie island’s
home - scholastic uk - what you need: katie morag and the two grandmothers, playground space, chalk,
labels, a3 paper, drawing materials. cross-curricular link: geography. plot, character and setting section4 page
14 read & respond: activities based on katie morag and the two grandmothers grannie island’s home what to
do turn to the page in the book where katie katie morag delivers the mail - dandelion learning - katie
morag delivers the mail wednesdays were always hectic on the isle of struay, for that was the day that the
boat brought mail and provisions from the mainland. one particular wednesday was worse than usual, since
baby liam was cutting his first tooth and both mr and mrs mccoll were in a bad mood.
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